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The Norwegian electricity system transitions

• Not one, but several transitions:
• Nationally coordinated digitalization

• Smart meters as enabling factor, elhub, new grid tariffs, new energy services

• Changing production and consumption patterns
• More production of electricity, more electrification 
• From 0-10 % windpower; some small-scale production developments; 
• Increased need for Demand Response Management (DRM)

• Increasing EU integration
• Both politically and physically

• Not decarbonization of the electricity sector itself
• Weaker energy citizen/community trends than elsewhere in Europe



Little attention to energy justice in Norway

• Norway generally regarded as an equal society, open policy-making structures
• The statement likely hides important injustices
• “Votes count, but resources decide”

• The 1990s shift: from citizens to consumers; from shared resource to commodity
• Policies often based on a market logic, incentives 
• Social issues usually not seen as relevant for energy policy

• EU energy integration
• Controversial in some circles, ongoing discussion

• Consequences of the transitioning electricity system on several levels
• Who loses? Valid compensations? Participation? Recognition? Unknown.



Electricity prices in Norway



Fuel Poverty in Norway



Three empirical justice arenas in Norway

1. New renewable energy licensing
• Spiking protests in windpower developments
• Large differences in benefits between hydro- and windpower
• Some groups feel (and are) marginalized

2. Decentralization and end user flexibility
• PV; EVs; household storage; load flexibility
• Not only “ordinary” energy poverty; also access to new services and benefits
• Increasing difference between those who can respond and those who can’t?
• Vulnerable groups and individuals. Corresponding to the stereotypes? Gender roles

3. The EU dimension – political and physical integration
• Who benefits? Who participates? Who are recognized as a relevant actor?
• Who is heard? Who feels heard?



Norway can contribute to justice theory

• A critical/test case?
• If it happens/does not happen in Norway it may inform theory

• Justice: objective (top-down) or perceived fairness?

• Relative justice?
• Inspired by relative deprivation in economy

• While most justice aspects have relative elements, this is qualitatively different

• Visible in dimensions like rural-urban; windpower-hydropower siting and benefits

• Strong mechanism in Norway that warrants further exploration



Conclusion: Yes, a need for a justice
perspective in Norway
• Little research on justice relating to energy

• There is a lot of missing knowledge relating to justice

• Policy can be much better adapted to justice considerations

• Important areas of justice relevant for Norway’s electricity transitions

• Relevant empirical cases can inform justice theory
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